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Unfortunately, the value of photographs, up to the
present time, has been greatly underestimated by the
working class movement. It is a known fact that the
average person is impressed much more by what he
sees than by what he reads or hears. A good photo-
graph will leave a more lasting impression and bring
home a point much quicker and better than an elo-
quent speech. The capitalists, on the contrary, exploit
the use of photography to the limit as is evidenced
in most advertising and in the press, which is shown
by the large circulation of the tabloids. There is no
better example of the vicious distortion of news than
the method practiced by the tabloids, where the news
lines under the photos are distinctly different from
the content of the picture. Much to our sorrow, count-
less numbers of workers, due to the hustle and bustle
that exists in cities, do not have time to read newspa-
pers, so that they save time by merely looking at the
photos in the tabloids, which usually have a mini-
mum of reading matter, and in that manner obtain
their news. The minds of many workers are poisoned
through the falsification of photos. It is urgent that
the workers utilize photography to combat the vi-
cious propaganda of the capitalist press. Social and
economic conditions can be most effectively reflected
through the intelligent use of the camera. The slogan
of the Film and Photo League, “the camera is a
weapon in the class struggle,” is no empty phrase.
Broad masses that cannot be reached by other means
can be approached through the channel of photog-
raphy. Even illiterates can read a picture. A sense of
authenticity exists in photos which cannot be du-
plicated by any other art. In this respect, photos are
even more valuable than good satirical cartoons. Our
comrades in Germany through their rotogravure mag-
azine AIZ have demonstrated the political value of

photography. By the use of photomontage, they have
created effects with an amazing sense of reality that
bring out political issues that would otherwise re-
quire a great deal of time for satisfactory explanation.

Photomontage, which is the use of various pic-
tures combined into one composite photo, is one
phase of photography that should be developed be-
cause it lends itself best for conveying ideas. There
are innumerable ways in which photos can be uti-
lized for educational and organizational work. For
example, with a sufficient number of good photo-
graphs, exhibitions could be arranged that would be
shown in workers clubs all over the country. One
such exhibit, America Today, was sent out by the
Film and Photo League to Detroit, Chicago, San
Francisco, and other cities and was greeted most en-
thusiastically by the workers that saw it. There are
so many subjects that could be used for an exhibit
that are of primary importance like Marine Indus-
try, Slums and Housing Conditions, War Prepara-
tions, Child Misery, Labor Struggles, Conditions in
the South, Textile Industry, etc. Another effective use
of photos would be to make slides that would con-
stitute or illustrate a lecture. To my knowledge,
Sander Gerlin is the only one in the revolutionary
movement that has utilized slides to illustrate his
lectures. I think the value of photos as an educational
instrument needs no further explanation.

The Film and Photo League has installed a photo
exchange department which acts as a clearing house
and distributing agent for all photos taken by its
members or workers who submit them. This depart-
ment supplies the labor press with its photos, spot
news, and otherwise and also sells photos to various
publications. It is a means of revenue, both for the
Film and Photo League and for the individual pho-
tographer. Photos have been placed in such maga-
zines as Better Times, Hound and Horn, Survey
Graphic, Fortune, Fight, and others. Several books
have used our photos for illustrations, like I Went
to Pit College, Bonus Marchers, etc. It is our aim to
establish a National Photo Exchange that will handle
photos from all over the country. In this manner,
representative photos from all over the country will
be collected that may be used as a reference library

or the basis of a book that may be published in the
future. There is no doubt that a book of this nature
would have historical documentary value, reflecting
conditions as they are and when we have a Soviet
America would be priceless to a workers’ library. The
first step in this direction will be the National Con-
ference at Chicago of all Film and Photo Leagues, at
the end of September. All workers who have cam-
eras are urged to take pictures and send them to the
Photo Exchange of the Film and Photo League, lo-
cated at 12 East 17th Street, New York. Make the
camera a real “weapon in the class struggle.”

A Note on the History of the League
Tom Tranlon
Lecture for the First National Film Conference,
Chicago, September 27–30, 1934
Original manuscript courtesy of The Tamiment
Library and Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives,
New York University 

The present workers film and photo movement has
been propelled from the very beginning by two
main motivating factors: (1) the necessity for film-
ing and photographing the real living, working,
and fighting conditions of the American workers
and farmers, and (2) the necessity for combating
the tendencies towards political reaction, economic
oppression, and cultural decay evident in the cap-
italist film and photo industry.

1919–1929
From the time (1919) the Italian ship flying the Ital-
ian Soviet flag steamed into New York harbor until
the time of the Wall Street bank crash, individu-
als have recorded on film events of importance to
the working class. The productions were mainly
newsreels and still photographs—sporadic, un-
planned from one major event until the next. These
films were produced quickly, and were utilized to
spread the news of strikes and struggles in order
to offset the capitalist newspaper and newsreel dis-
tortions, to spread the influence of these struggles,
and mobilize support for the workers.

The films in this period were the newsreels of
the Herrin (Ill.) miners strike, the miners strikes
in Pennsylvania and Ohio, the Passaic and Gasto-
nia textile strikes. Newsreels of workers fighting
against deportation, for the right to organize, strike,
and picket also were taken in New York, Philadel-
phia, Boston, and Chicago. At intervals this ma-
terial was gathered together with news clips from
the commercial agencies and summary topical doc-
uments were made, “Prisoners for Freedom,”
“Broken Chains,” “The Contrast.”

The development of workers film production
from newsreels to topical documents was a re-
flection of both the growing tendency towards or-
ganization of film production, and the change in
development of workers’ struggles from sporadic,
scattered actions to more consecutive and more
consolidated struggles.

The tendency towards organization was directed
by the various workers’ aid and defense bodies—
the General Defense Committee, the Strike Relief
Committees, and finally the Workers International
Relief which stimulated the organization of a per-
manent film and photo production group. 

In this period (1919–1929), the photos made
to honestly picture the workers side of life in Amer-
ica found their way into the labor press, into leaflets
and pamphlets; and the films, into the halls and
clubs of workers’ organizations.

The natural development of camera-work in and
close to the workers’ defense and aid groups resulted
in closeness of contact between the cameramen and
the masses of workers, in a sharpened and clear un-
derstanding of the struggles, and in an immediate
functional use of the camera products, i.e. the films
were used by and for the workers in struggle. The
cameramen became participants battling not only
censorship, but battling the enemies of the workers—
capitalist press, church officials, police, militia, etc.

Closely connected with the making and show-
ing of these newsreels and documents for the work-
ing class of America was the showing of films about
the Soviet Union. For the primary purpose of coun-
teracting the widespread slanders of the new Work-
ers’ Republic, films were shown showing the truth
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about the Soviet Union to great masses of Ameri-
can Workers who were aroused to enthusiastic sup-
port and defense of the USSR.

As early as 1928–34, movie audiences of ten
thousand came in one day to see Polikushka. Even
more came to see A Visit to Soviet Russia. Over
$23,000 relief funds was raised for the Passaic
strike through the use of the Russian film.

Concomitantly with the appearance of workers’
films appeared letters in the labor press—principally
the Daily Worker and the Masses—written by work-
ers all over the country appealing for the establish-
ment of an organization that would not only show
films of interest to workers, but which would also help
protect these showings and to expose and combat the
growing reaction in the capitalist films. These let-
ters were addressed to writers in the labor publica-
tions who occasionally reviewed films—Sam Prody,
Joe Freeman, Michael Gold, Harry Alan Potamkin.
In this way, in answer to the demands of worker cor-
respondents was crystallized the idea of a permanent
film-photo group that would fight film censorship,
expose the reactionary films, and persistently work
toward the development of a permanent workers’ film
and photo production and distribution apparatus.

The chief obstacles were:
1. Lack of recognition on the part of the lead-

ers and actives of the workers and farmers or-
ganizations as to the importance of helping
to organize film-work as an invaluable instru-
ment for the working class.

2.Ruthless censorship regulations which were
enacted in six states and in all city police de-
partments (established in the name of “de-
cency,” “law and order,” “patriotism,” etc.).

3. The high cost of projecting finished films (the-
ater, costly apparatus, fire department licenses).

The chief accomplishments were:
1. The great financial and organizational bene-

fits derived by trade unions and other work-
ers’ groups through the showing of films that
honestly pictured labor’s version of life in the
capitalist world and in the Soviet Union.

2. The development of a small corps of workers’
film correspondents, who learned in action
not only how to record on film, but who
learned what to record on film.

3. The grouping of amateur and professional
cameramen, writers, movie enthusiasts, or-
ganizers, and others, all interested in creat-
ing a permanent film-photo organization.

1929–1934
The nucleus of this permanent organization, for some
time known as the Workers Camera Club, became
the I.L.D. Photo Group, and in 1929–30 was organ-
ized into the Workers Film and Photo League of the
Workers International Relief. This consolidation,
taking place in New York at a time when the capi-
talist press and newsreels suppressed, distorted, or
avoided all mention of the brutal effects of the first
year of the economic crisis, resulted in the produc-
tion and publication of hundreds of photos system-
atically planned to expose the real conditions of
life in this land of “permanent prosperity.”

In 1930–31, the period of great strikes and strug-
gles against hunger, against wage-cuts, for relief, for
unemployment insurance, the new Workers Film
and Photo League began its period of comparatively
sustained production of film and photos. Again,
following the most urgent needs of the workers for
honest films of the real conditions, quickly made and
quickly exhibited, the group concentrated upon news-
reels and documents of the Pennsylvania-Ohio-Ken-
tucky-Tennessee Miners’ Strike, the Scottsboro Case,
the Paterson Silk Strike, struggles of the unemployed
against evictions, for relief, for unemployment in-
surance, the Marine Workers, Furriers, Needle Trades,
Food Workers, and other strikes. These films were
shown by the Workers Film and Photo League of the
WIR to and for the strikers and unemployed for gain-
ing support for the workers in struggle.

In this period of struggle for permanent organ-
ization a main line was hammered out reflected in
the program:

1. To develop the art and science of still and
movie production.

2. To use the stills and movies to honestly and
vitally interpret the world we live in.

3. To use films and photos to aid the struggles
of the working class.

4. To expose and fight against all anti-labor,
pro-war, and fascist films.

5. To fight against all forms of film censorship
from on “top” (Federal, State, and City gov-
ernments and the capitalist industry itself ).

6. To spread and popularize Soviet films, work-
ers films, and photos and to create a network
of exhibiting groups to see films of social and
cinematic importance.

In 1932–34, due to the more rapid radicalization of
intellectuals, professionals and declassed petty-bour-
geois photographers and writers, movie-goers, etc.,
the Workers Film and Photo League added to its basic
membership of workers many new members of vary-
ing political interests. The movement spread to
Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Washington, Boston,
Newark, Southern and Northern California. New
problems arose: how can we intensify the production
of films and photos? How can they be improved in
effectiveness, in number? How can a permanent dis-
tribution apparatus be created? How can profession-
als be drawn in to fuse their technical experience with
the experiences and needs of the working class? How
can the organization be developed to function in
relation to the pressing needs of the working class?

For over a year, a Provisional National Organi-
zation Committee has functioned in contact with the
growing network of film-photo groups. This commit-
tee has now called for a first National Conference of
delegates from all these groups to discuss these ques-
tions and to lay the organizational foundations for
building a solidified National Film and Photo League.

At this time, September 1934, the Leagues are
faced with all the old problems, some in new forms,
some intensified. Outstanding is the problem of rap-
idly building a nationwide organization capable

of using the camera and its knowledge of the movie
industry to help to coordinate and consolidate the
struggle for the workers’ most elementary rights
and against the increasing menace of fascism.

Send Photos to the National Exchange
Film Front, vol. I, no. 2 (January 7, 1935)

During the past year the New York League has had
an unprecedented call for photos from the workers
press, form magazines and book publishers, and
from picture services. We were able to supply only
an average of about sixty photos per month. The
demand is so great that we feel that we could easily
place three times as many pictures. This we were
not able to do in the past due to the local nature of
our photos. Publications soon become glutted with
local material. Our photos have appeared in the
Daily Worker, Freiheit, Der Arbeiter,1 Labor Unity,
Labor Defender, Better Times Magazine, Fortune
Magazine, Jewish Daily Bulletin, Survey Graphic,
and other publications too numerous to mention.

With a view to adequately overcome this condi-
tion and bring our photos before the broadest
masses, our National Photo Exchange was estab-
lished shortly after our Chicago conference last
September. Already, we are receiving photos from
our branches all over the country. On the whole,
the general class of social subjects which the mem-
bers are taking is very good. However, the news
photo is very rare from out of town. The labor press
had to go to the regular picture services when it
needed photos of the West Coast marine strike, the
agricultural workers’ strike, the San Francisco car
strike, etc. Here were places where the Los Ange-
les Film and Photo League should have been active.

The following will serve as a guide as to what
photos to submit to the Exchange:

1 – General Photos of Social and Economic Im-
plication. For example: unemployed work-
ers, child misery, breadlines, prostitution,
housing conditions, destruction of crops,
man-power replacing machinery. 
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2 – Labor Actions. For example: strikes, demon-
strations, protest meetings.

3 – Demonstrations against war and fascism.

The latter two classifications represent spot news.
This material is perishable, that is, it becomes of
little value if a print is unduly delayed. Either print
or negative should be rushed to New York the same
day that the photo is taken. All photos ought to
be at least 5 x 7” and glossy. Photos will be kept
on file and not returned unless so requested.

NOTES
1. Probably the German magazine Der Arbeiter-Fotograf.
[Ed.]

Still Photographs
Film and Photo Notes, League of San Francisco,
republished in Film Front (March 15, 1935)

We reprint below some extracts from the excellent “Pro-
posed Plan of Work” of the Film and Photo League of San
Francisco, as a guide to other leagues who are having dif-
ficulty in getting established.

We want to seek subjects that are powerful and rep-
resentative factors in the present struggle of social
forces. We want bankers, workers, farmers (rich
and poor), white collar workers, policemen, politi-
cians, soldiers, strikers, scabs, wandering youth,
stock brokers, and so on and so on. We want to
see them in relation to those things they do, where
they live, how they work, how they play, what they
need and what they think. In other words we want
to see them as they are in their most significant as-
pects. This means seeing them in their relation to
each other. We want this most of all because in this
period of economic crisis the whole population is
shifting into groups with equally uniform demands.
In this shaking down of people into more and more
clearly defined classes lies the prospect of vast social
change. If this is true then it is the most significant
factor in all human activity and our work must
be fundamentally influenced by it.

Now to the work itself. Granting that the point
of view is the all-determining factor, innumer-
able subjects for photographing offer themselves
to our cameras. Here are a few, each one furnish-
ing opportunity for even a whole exhibit:

1. Waterfront, San Francisco. 2 S.E.R.A.1 Work
Relief. 3. White collars. 4. The new leisure. 5. Cold.
6. Disarmament or the next war. 7. Section 7-A.2

The list could go on for pages. We are the only group
of photographers, here, interested in such serious
work; great things remain to be accomplished.

Let us take, for instance, Waterfront, San Fran-
cisco. Our object is to photograph the most sig-
nificant things we can find on the waterfront and
to show these things in their relations to each other.
Perhaps one of our members has a special famil-
iarity with this part of town. He is called in for
advice. Others are consulted who are experts on
the subject. In the meantime everyone working on
this project has been studying available informa-
tion dug out of books, pamphlets, newspapers, mag-
azines, or any other source. The project group meets
and discusses plans. Trips are made to the water-
front. Information has been assembled by study,
discussion and observation, so that definite sched-
ules of exposures have been drawn up, annotated
with definite places and times. In all this work
the Executive Committee and the Executive Sec-
retary in particular, should give full co-operation.

We also want to display exhibits of still photo-
graphs in San Francisco and in any other cities of
the Pacific Coast or elsewhere. These exhibits may
stand by themselves or be part of larger exhibits.
In the latter case, it is a matter of indifference to us
whether other parts of these exhibits imply or ex-
press any social point of view varying from our own.
As part of our efforts to widen the public interest
in our work we should hold forums for the exhi-
bition and discussion of our own and other photo-
graphs. These forums will also serve the purpose
of adding to our active membership, helping to
finance our work, and training the less experienced
photographers, both technically and ideologically.
The programs at such forums should be made as
entertaining as possible. Good speakers should

be obtained. Free discussions should take place.
Sixteen millimeter motion picture films can be
rented for exhibition.

NOTES
1. State Emergency  Relief  Administration. [Ed.]
2. Employees shall have the right to organize and bargain
collectively through representatives of their own choosing,
and shall be free from the interference, restraint, or coer-
cion of employers of labor, or their agents, in the designa-
tion of such representatives or in self-organization or in
other activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or
other mutual aid or protection. Section 7-a, National In-
dustrial Recovery Act. [Ed.]

Documentary Photography
Lecture
Elizabeth McCausland 
Manuscript for lecture delivered before the class
in documentary photography at the Photo
League, New York, July 27, 1938

If the attempt of a layman to set up standards for
documentary photography needs any explanation,
it lies in my own vocational background. Both prac-
tically and critically I have been interested in pho-
tography for a long time. I cannot remember ever
having suffered a crisis of nerves at the thought that
photography is—or is not—art.

Yet at the same time, having started my life as a
newspaper writer by being sent out on my first as-
signment with an old warhorse of a news photogra-
pher who got us both stuck in a five-foot snow-drift,
I have never felt like putting commas around the word
“art” or pulling out a tremolo stop. In the working
day of a newspaper writer and editor, photographs
are an old story; but always an exciting story. After
the day’s work is ended, one has time to stop and dis-
cover that sometimes they are also extremely beau-
tiful and moving—as were some of the news shots
of the Johnstown (Pennsylvania) flood in 1936, or
as may be a casual shot of a horse being blown bodily
off Brooklyn Bridge. (This is not quite the true story.
But perhaps some of you will remember the incident?

About a year ago, it was, I believe. The driver of a
wagon was blown off; and the press photographer
got there in time to catch a startled fantastic expres-
sion on the horse’s face. A reality indeed that tran-
scended the hyper-reality of the surrealists.)

I may say in passing that I hope sometime some-
one writes the saga of the news photographers. To
my mind they are the real pioneers of documentary
photography. In the history of any art form we have
first a phase when the craft is practiced unselfcon-
sciously, out of a direct experience and contact with
the medium. In literature such a period occurred
in the eleventh- and twelfth-century romances, both
English and German. In the development of art in
America we had a similar period of folk art when
sign painters and whittlers and artisans generally
produced splendid portraits, genre works, weath-
ervanes, ships’ figureheads, and free whittled sculp-
tures. The news photographers, I feel, have been
the folk artists and the primitives of the new move-
ment in photography today. They have worked di-
rectly and without artistic frill, using their cameras
to say definitive things about what is happening
in the world. They have not always had a clear vision
of how they should select their material or what
qualities they should emphasize. From this point of
view, they have lacked a conscious direction and
purpose. But since they were dealing with reality,
they could not fail to record a great deal of reality.
Without doubt the newspaper files of this era will
provide extraordinary riches of source material to
future historians, for just these reasons.

If we are seeking a ready-made precedent for doc-
umentary photography, we may then find it in half-
tones. To symbolize the dangerous tendency of many
photographers toward the pictorial, the pretty, the
startling, the picturesque, the Kodak ad type of pic-
ture, we may take the roto. Here the discipline of an
essential and utilitarian subject-matter or content
has been relaxed; and the medium wanders off into
a lawless and often meaningless expression. This ten-
dency may be compared to what happens when his-
tory robs the painter of his legitimate audience and
forces him to retire willy-nilly to his studio (a year
or so ago we were calling this an “ivory tower”; today
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it sounds just a little literary—which measures the
distance we have traveled in ideas and concepts even
in a short time). There what can he do expect paint
for “posterity”? What can he paint but the introverted
visions of his interior world? Without disparaging
the great beauty of his achievement, we may take
Ryder as typical of this trend. The sort of trivial, worth-
less, and chi-chi photograph which I mean by “roto”
pictures (and the photographs of Vogue and its like
are only roto pictures, a little fancier and decorated
with more sugar icing) is the last phase of this degra-
dation of art. It comes out of the same mental decep-
tions and prostitutions as the Saturday Evening Post
short story or feature article; it exists on a cultural
level about as high as the National Academy or the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. If this seems unkind,
I should remind you that the Metropolitan has never
bought a photograph as a work of art—by this we
mean the genuine emanation and evocation of the
living human spirit—only as a copy of a painting or
a sculpture. The photographs of Stieglitz, kept safely
locked up in the basement of the Metropolitan, were
the gift of the artist as is the file of invaluable Camera
Work in its library.

Today when a conscious and purposive esthetic of
documentary photography is evolving in response to
the rapid change in social and economic forces, we
may look back on this natural folk art as the begin-
ning of a tradition—meaning by this that all human
endeavor grows out of roots and that the sooner and
the better we know our roots, the more easily and
successfully we can control the form of future growth.

At the same time, we should recognize that during
the century of photography’s existence, there has
always been a continuity of values. While the tan-
gible medium improved and altered, the great doc-
uments of photography steadfastly expressed basic
truths. The early daguerreotypes are documents of
character and costume and in some cases of interior
genre detail. The early photographs of Brady are his-
torical records of great importance and great beauty.
If any one needs to be convinced that a picture can
be a powerful argument against war, remember that
the War Department, in whose keeping are the vast
majority of the Brady plates, censors many of them,

believing that the scenes of war horrors and atroc-
ities are not good for the American people. Yet those
photographs are part of our cultural inheritance,
made by a pioneer photographer who paid his own
expenses to go to the front. By all rules of logic, all
of those photographs should be accessible to the
American people—and in good reprints, not the cold,
spiritless replicas the army photographers toss off.

We have of course the great masters, David O.
Hill, Julia Cameron, [Eugène] Atget, [Alfred]
Stieglitz, and the rich lore of Camera Work, younger
men like Paul Strand and Edward Weston. All
through this historical development runs a constant
thread, the example of these workers. A common
principle is to be found—the insistence (conscious
or intuitive) that photography is a medium in its
own right; not a mechanical substitute for the pic-
ture-making of painting, not a soulless, heartless
reproductive method, but a tool for creative expres-
sion, as a brush or lithographic crayon or graver
is. Only, since the camera and the attendant
processes are more complex and more highly in-
tegrated than the technics of the elder mediums,
greater care has to be taken to master the newer art.

There is a confusion of values on this point. With
the pictorial arts, snobbishness still persists, as if
the element of handwork made the result more valu-
able. This is akin to the spirit of crafts unionism, a
destructive and dangerous attitude. To make this
clear, consider that today in the woodworking trades
an electric planer and sander does the work once
done by hand, at the expense of a vast amount of
elbow grease and sweat. There are old-fashioned
carpenters and cabinet-makers who honestly be-
lieve that the old hand-planed, hand-sanded sur-
face is better than the new machined surface. It is
better if inequalities and excessive labor outlay are
the criteria; but this is obviously an absurdity. Sim-
ilarly the air-brush will do what the hand-wielded
brush does, but quicker and easier. Is a painted wall
less beautiful because the whole area is evenly cov-
ered and toned? For my part, with large murals
using big areas of solid tones, I see no reason why
an air-brush should not do the job also, even if it
is a machine and man is a god without machines.

Actually man has a better chance of being a god—
or rather being a human being in control of his des-
tiny—with machines than without. We know that per-
fectly well, but wander off into sentimental musings
on craftsmanship. The craftsmanship of a printing
press is certainly not the craftsmanship of an eighth-
century Carolingian scribe. But the result is easier
on the eyes, and the labor less exhausting to the  muscles.

All this to indicate that in considering photog-
raphy, we must think in twentieth century terms,
not in terms of the brothers Adam or of Salem’s
McIntire. Indeed if we are completely honest intel-
lectually, we have to admit that the camera and what
goes with it is still a very primitive machine; better
than no machine at all, but still not good enough.

By these steps, photography has come to the pres-
ent day. Today there is no argument that photogra-
phy is the great medium of the people, whether in
motion pictures or still photographs. The exhibition
of three centuries of American art held in Paris this
summer proved the point for the movies, if it needed
to be proved at all. The phenomenal circulation
growth of Life (and its imitators) proves it for the
still photograph. Meanwhile millions of Americans,
adults and adolescents, use cameras, experience the
excitements of the darkroom, find themselves
strongly pulled to photography. What can be ex-
pected of these millions? Obviously not all of them
will grow up to be professional photographers; yet
from their ranks come the new recruits of photog-
raphy, that is clear. Moreover these millions make
a greater audience than an artist has ever had before.
Only the funnies and the comic strips and Mickey
Mouse can boast of as great a box office pull as the
photograph. Plainly photography is not just another
game, like crossword puzzles, jigsaw puzzles, Mah-
Jong, and ping-pong. It represents a real folk move-
ment, a real drive of popular energy and impulse.

Out of this ferment, we have seen evolve in recent
years the new objectives of photography, the doc-
umentary ideal. As said before, good photographs
are always documents. But today when we speak
of documentary photography, we do so in a new
sense. The rise of such an organization as Fron-
tier Films is but one portent of the new direction.

The great distance we have traveled is indicated
by a comparison. Twenty-five and thirty years ago
a photographer like Lewis Hine was making splen-
did documentary photographs of child labor sub-
jects, sweatshops, and industrial scenes. He did
this, without question, out of an intuition sensitive
and imaginative, but still an intuition.

On the other hand, when Berenice Abbott came
back to America from Paris in 1929 and set out to
photograph New York City, she did so with a con-
scious understanding of what she wanted to set
down; and when she proposed a plan to the
Museum of the City of New York in 1930 for a com-
prehensive photographic record of the changing
city, it was no intuitive or impulsive gesture, but
the result of conscious and reasoned analysis of the
nature and functions of photography.

In the same way, when the Resettlement Ad-
ministration set up its photographic staff in 1935,
the purposes were clearly understood by its di-
rector, Roy E. Stryker and his photographers,
among whom may be named Dorothea Lange, Rus-
sell Lee, Arthur Rothstein, Ben Shahn, Walker
Evans. The results of both enterprises prove that
photography succeeds best when it does not try
to be a pastry cook’s confection, but a truthful state-
ment of reality.

So we may say that the vanguard photography
of the present is documentary, by which we mean
that it presents a well defined content, in a context
of contemporaneous reality.

The definition provokes questions: What is con-
tent? What is reality? What is the purpose of pho-
tography?

Let us begin by discussing the last first. One
might say, for that matter, what is the purpose of
language, of painting, of sculpture, of the cinema,
of dance.

Primarily all art seeks to communicate ideas and
emotions to another human being than the artist.
On the depth of the communication and on the
wideness of the audience depends the success of
his creative endeavor. But whether he succeeds
or fails, nevertheless his aim has been to “speak,”
to say “something.”
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In all, except debased cultures, so called “enter-
tainment” is a derivate and secondary value, coming
very late in the historical process.

First of all, man has a need to share his experi-
ences—his fears, his hungers, his elementary eco-
nomic plans (as fishing or hunting).

Gesture, language, pictographs, rock paintings
in the Libyan desert made 2500 years ago, primi-
tive American Indian dances (not the Ted Shawn va-
riety), bronzes of the ancient kingdom of Benin, icons,
odysseys handed down by oral tradition . . . All are
expressions of this need for communication. Indeed
by such communications, trade was kept alive, knowl-
edge of skills necessary to survival was promoted,
the dead spoke to the living, and all the social, in-
tellectual, and esthetic life of a group expressed itself.

One is likely to forget these serious practical pur-
poses of poetry, music, painting, and dance when
enjoying ancient works of art. We should not. For
the same inherent principles hold good today as two
or three thousand years ago, only the work of art
based on a sound organic function can fully realize
itself. Yet though the basic idea remains unchanged,
the forms and methods of expression change. This
fact explains the dilemma of photography—which
many people still do not know whether to judge an
art or not. In fact, many photographers do not know
either. And in the confusion of their objectives they
also increase the confusion of the layman.

In a long historical perspective, photography
falls into its place as the newest and the latest of
the arts, that is, of the mediums for the commu-
nication of ideas and emotions. Throughout his-
tory, techniques improve and styles change. The
means of communication grow richer and more
subtle. Varying conventions arise to reflect the social
institutions which gave them being. The range of
statement may be judged by comparing Picasso
with sixteenth-century Persian Rajput paintings,
or Byzantine mosaics with twentieth-century baked
enamel murals for the subway.

Thus when we arrive at the twentieth century—
as we personally could not help doing, having no
choice over the time or the place of our birth—we
find photography ready at hand, the complex and

powerful tool of our age. By its nature, it is a real-
istic medium, dedicated to the presentment of ex-
ternal reality, vowed to record the objective world.

Yet perhaps only in an era sobered by economic
tragedy and so recalled from introspective medi-
tations could photography really flower. In the 1920s
Man Ray prospered, by reducing the serious real-
ism of the camera to a shadow-play of rayographs.1

This is symbolic, also. But in the 1930s, the docu-
mentary school comes into its own, consciously and
with mature intentions. That is a measure of the
speed of history and the powerful impact of social
forces.

So after the eccentricities of “art for art’s sake,”
art returned to its historical role as the spokesman
of human experience and life. After a decade or so,
when subject matter was déclassé, suddenly sub-
ject-matter became the ultimate criterion of art. A
painting, a sculpture, a print, a photograph must
have content, and not merely content of a personal
or romantic character, but social content.

For the crisis of a world-wide depression, of im-
minent fascism and war, was the context of life from
which no one could hope to escape, except the blind-
est ostrich. Even if the artist hoped to escape a final
commitment to action, he still could feel that he was
up against a blank wall; he could not go forward on
the old basis. The new basis meant that he had to
acquaint himself with poverty, unemployment, star-
vation, slums, evictions, relief, picket lines—if he had
not already been thrown pell-mell into this real world.

Here then we have content and reality in the
wide universal sense of the great artists of the past,
the Goyas, the Grecos, the Daumiers.

Perhaps clarification is needed on the point as
to what constitutes reality today. A well known pho-
tographer made a speech in a New England indus-
trial town on documentary photography. The
camera club members had been pretty thoroughly
corrupted by the Eastman Kodak ads. But evidently
the speech had an effect, for afterwards some of
them came up and said, “I’m going to photograph
all the ugliest spots in town.”

Now documentary photography most emphat-
ically does not mean all the ugliest spots in town. It

means reality. If reality is peace and beauty, docu-
mentary photography means peace and beauty. But
if reality is war, slums, starvation, then documen-
tary photography means war, slums, starvation.

Indeed precisely because it will be incredible
to future ages that human beings lived in squalor
and filth, congested quarters, under-fed, illiterate,
sickly with anemia and venereal disease, do we need
today to record these facts. They are truth. But
facing the truth, we summon up forces to change
the facts and make them consonant with the dig-
nity of human life. Refusing to face the truth, we
become responsible for the ugly facts and perpet-
uate them in a dangerous focus of infection.

It would be very pleasant indeed if everyone were
well fed, well clothed, well housed, immune from
disease, educated and supplied with a congenial
job. If this were so, photographs might turn out
to be like those of Horst or Beaton or the new star,
Angus McBain, who has his ladies jumping through
hoops to outdo the surrealist painter.

The facts are: Women and children are merci-
lessly bombed in China and Spain. A photographer
who records that truth arouses the sentiment of
the world for peace. Women and children are
under-fed, perhaps starve, in Southern California.
A photograph arouses the humane and decent sen-
timent of the voters of California. The reactionary
Merriam is voted out of office. Truth has been
recorded again, and has registered again.

For we must believe that the truth, properly stated
and understood, will prevail. If any ask of beauty,
the answer is that beauty is this new sharpness
and honesty of vision, that the [illegible] beauty
of shimmering satins and jewels, of romantic girls
on hilltops, of elegant and courtly art has no mean-
ing in a world where a third of the nation lives in
substandard dwellings, where innocent and harm-
less children can be struck down in play any moment
by a fascist shell. Indeed, with war, unemployment,
disease so widespread, one might reply that the only
beauty today is the beauty of human heroism amid
tragedy. In the past, great beauty has come from
such energies. But we believe a greater beauty comes
from the time when tragedy is ended and peace is

won. Meanwhile, it goes without saying, art must
be a weapon in these perilous times of transition.

l

Perhaps the most helpful thing I can say about doc-
umentary photography comes out of my practical
experience.

To state the truth, naked, unadorned, is the basic
objective of photography. Yes. But it follows that
in order to reach the audience without which the
truth is meaningless, the truth must be stated clearly
and intelligibly.

This proposition leads to another principle: Not
“technic for technic’s sake” but technic for truth’s sake.

If this sounds like a denial of what has been said
before, it needs clarification.

I have never been one to go into raptures over
Man Ray or his school or to believe that “surreal-
ism makes of the camera a creative tool instead
of merely a reproductive one.”

I do not agree that “Photomontage is a ‘nat-
ural’ of our time. It is the inevitable step in photog-
raphy. It demands all the resources and knowledge
of straight photography, plus extra heavy doses of
imagination and design.”

Nor do I care for “print quality” in an esoteric
religious signification. 

Nor for the school of f.64 limited to a frozen world.
In spite of the magnificent tour de force of Pi-

casso with photography and etching reproduced
in nos. 6–7 of Cahiers d’Art in 1937, I prefer my
photography straight, not dolled up in a cocktail.

But it is true that one can believe profoundly in all
the purposes and standards stated and still believe
that social art or documentary photography or what-
ever it may be is best served by good technical work.

An example may make this clear. A speaker for
a progressive political party, as the American Labor
Party, cannot depend solely on his progressive po-
litical program. He must be able to enunciate clearly
and to reason logically. This is a simple, self-evi-
dent proposition.

So, too, a progressive photographer who believes
himself to be blazing new trails in the unexplored
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regions of social art must be able to speak clearly
and logically. He must therefore be willing to submit
himself to the discipline of his medium. For he is
not a child playing with a toy or a rich man dabbling
in the newest and most fashionable of the arts.

He is—or should be—a serious worker, deal-
ing in truth, setting forth truth in order that it may
speak to many others and impel them to act on the
basis of truth, whether for peace, for better hous-
ing, for civil liberties.

Therefore he should be willing, and indeed glad,
to assume the responsibility for producing work
that will faithfully reflect the spirit of his intention.
This means that he should strive to know as much
about his medium as a high-priced fashion pho-
tographer. Of course, the photographer who vows
himself to documentary photography will not have
the funds to buy high-priced equipment like the
high-priced fashion photographer. Therefore he
will have to display more ingenuity and more in-
telligence in overcoming his material handicaps.

But an editor is not carping who asks that pic-
tures be in focus and that they be printed so as to
bring out all the potential values of the negatives.

The reasons why photographs of child victims
of bombings in Spain or China are blurred and
sometimes seem to imply a dangerous degree of
retouching are clear. One cannot expect ideal con-
ditions in a war. However one can suggest that when
a photographer is not working in the front line
trenches, he may at least keep his developer and
hypo clean, wash his prints adequately, and oth-
erwise master his trade. Frankly, much of the social
art of the present suffers from failure of the artist
to learn the elementary rules of his craft. Docu-
mentary photography, being the newest and most
modern of the arts, should set a higher standard.

NOTES
1. A technique using photograms which Man Ray described
as “pure Dadaism.” [Ed.]

Eyes on the World, 1935, inside pages
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